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Abstract—The number and type of digital sources storing
healthcare data is increasing more and more, rising the problem
of collecting actually dispersed information about a single patient.
In this paper we propose an agent-based system to support
integration of health-related data extracted from both structured
(HIS) and semi-structured (websites and social networks) sources.
Integrated data are exported in HL7 format to finally feed
personal health record (PHR).

I. INTRODUCTION

D IGITAL healthcare data dramatically increased during

last years [1]; this is mainly due on one hand to data

stored into Health Information Systems (HIS) [2][3] as med-

ical records and clinical exams, while on the other hand a

significant contribution comes from specialized websites (e.g.

online medical forums) and social networks as FaceBook

and Twitter, where doctors and patients post their personal

experiences and opinions about various health related topics

e.g. illnesses, symptoms, treatments, side effects [4][5].

The number and type of such data sources poses the problem

of collecting actually dispersed healthcare information for a

single patient, therefore the extraction and integration of such

data into a standard repository arise.

Data integration is a well-known and quite old issue [6][7],

however it still requires a significant effort, especially when

information are extremely sensitive for privacy issues, as it

occurs for medical information [8].

In this paper we propose an agent-based systems whose goal

is the integration of health related data coming from different

sources; as cited before, we consider both HIS (i.e. SQL based

data sources) as well as websites (HTML-based data sources)

and social networks (in particular, Twitter).

These are used to populate official medical documentation

known as Electronic Medical Records (EMR), Electronic

Health Records (EHR) and Personal Health Record (PHR). In

more detail, EMR/EHR [9][10][11] is the digital collection of

a person’s health related documents used within HIS to provide

an effective, reliable and costs saving health management,

contains the standard medical and clinical data and is managed

only by health care providers, whereas in the PHR [12]

the person can directly manage his personal medical-related

information and therefore it can also contain data coming from

website and social networks cited previously (i.e. unstructured

or semi-structured). In the rest of this paper, we will use the

term PHR only, implicitly including also EMR/EHR.

Since our goal is the gathering of personal health-related

data, we suppose that all information can be accessed on a per-

user basis according to authentication mechanisms whenever

present, i.e. agents should be granted access to personal

profiles to extract data.

Moreover, for an effective integration a common refer-

ence terminology is needed; to this purpose, we exploit the

SNOMED-CT [13], currently the most comprehensive medical

terminology worldwide adopted, to discover medical terms and

properly manage, match and integrate synonyms, hyponyms

and hypernyms.

Together with standard database terminology, we also in-

clude a list of additional informal terms to be searched if noth-

ing is found within SNOMED-CT, indeed it is possible that

within unofficial medical data sources (as in the case of social

networks and websites) people use words like ”headache” that

are not explicitly stored into SNOMED-CT, where ”headache”

is indeed referred as ”migraine”; the additional list allows to

cope with such real situations.

Finally, a common output format for PHR data is ad-

visable; a widely accepted format is HL7 [14], a standard

for information exchange between medical applications and

healthcare providers. HL7 includes several recommendations

for conceptual representation, documents (included the PHR),

applications and messaging standards, and is available as v2.x

and v3.0. The v2.x version is a non-XML proposal where data

is organized in segments (lines), each containing proper fields

and subfields. The v3.0 HL7 messaging protocol leverages

XML to provide data structure and also provides support for

healthcare workflows.

Other works deal with integration issues, for instance in [15]

an OWL ontology is developed to integrate specific medical

documents (CCD) authors focus on, whereas in [16] a com-

plete method for ontology based schema and data integration

for clinical and genomic databases is presented. Our goal is

to provide a tool for extracting and integrating any (neither

specific nor structured) medical information without creating

a new ontology (rather, exploiting existing ones). Using social

forums in healthcare has been investigated e.g. in [17], where

answer for medical queries in unresolved posts is provided

via similar thread retrieval; to the best of our knowledge, no

data gathering from social forum for PHR has been considered

so far. Joining virtual social networks and healthcare recently

led to neologisms as Infodemiology and Infoveillance [18];

also Twitter has been exploited in this sense, for instance

in [19] the micro-blog is used to detect flu trends, whereas

in [5] Ailment Topic Aspect Model is applied to tweets to

track public health over time; in [20] authors tracked and
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examined disease transmission in particular social contexts

via Twitter data, while in [4] social media use improves

healthcare delivery by encouraging patient engagement and

communication. Apart all these proposals however, no specific

use of Twitter data for PHR currently exist. A preliminary and

partial study of the work presented in this paper can be found

in [21] and [22].

The paper is organized as follows. In section II we describe

the overall architecture of our proposal, and how the data

extraction and integration are performed for each data source.

In section III we show an application to a real case, providing

concluding remarks and future works in section IV.

II. AGENT-BASED GATHERING SYSTEM

In fig. 1 our agent-based model is shown. The three

main data sources categories we consider are the so-called

database, that represents standard HIS where official medical

personal data are stored (usually, according to a well structured

schema), and the website and social, indicating respectively

HTML-based and text-based data sources as described in

previous section; in our experiments in particular we looked at

online medical forums for the ”website” category and Twitter

for the ”social”. Considering agents, the first set (named

wrapper agents) is devoted to gather personal data from each

data source, while text mining agents filter previous data to

extract medical information. The integration module collect

all such data and performs proper integration also exploiting

both the SNOMED-CT terminology and an additional dic-

tionary of ”common” medical terms (e.g. ”headache”) that

are not stored as official medical terms in the SNOMED-

CT. The same references are used by the text mining agents

to detect medical information. After this, feeding agents are

used to populate user’s PHR with his relevant medical data.

User agents collaborate to compare information gathered from

different users but semantically related, allowing to build a

user network; similarly, disease agents cooperate to correlate

detected diseases. In the following each component of the

proposed architecture is described in more detail.

A. Wrapper agents

All sources are managed by wrapper agents, that are used

to isolate and collect information referring to the same user;

in the case of database this is quite trivial and can be accom-

plished via standard SQL based queries, even if each real HIS

has its schema and probably both proprietary solutions as well

as authentication issues must be tackled. The question is some-

how different for what concern websites and social network.

In the case of websites indeed, in particular considering online

medical forums we focused on, sometimes all messages are

directly available on a per-user basis, therefore the extraction

performed by the agent still remains feasible, whereas when

forums provide a thread/topic based classification the wrapper

agent has to browse all threads/categories and collect all

messages for each single user to contribute as much as possible

in populating his medical profile; forums where total anony-

mous messages are allowed are then not considered here (i.e.

registered nicknames only). In social networks as Facebook

or Twitter, the same approach can be applied since they

generally adopt the same organization of traditional websites,

i.e. personal messages somehow identifiable even in the case

of a topic-based arrangement. Note that the term person here

refers to a distinguishable user id or nickname, i.e. the agent

stores data together with the (user id, source id) pair so that

each text refers to a single user. Since the nickname should be

associated to a real person, this requires he/she should grant

the permission for his/her data in order to fulfill privacy issue

and related laws; here we suppose that persons do not prevent

their personal data to be extracted by agents.

B. Text mining agents

The next step is the extraction of all medical related data

(concerning a given person), discarding other information; this

task is performed by text mining agents shown in fig. 1. This

agent is not present in the case of HIS since it is likely

that such a data source exclusively stores medical related

information; conversely, websites and social networks may

also include non medical data, also thanks to their semi-

structured or unstructured nature, i.e. HTML and text based

data posted by common people (not necessarily doctors or

medical personnel). Online medical forum and social networks

are managed following the same approach, except for a

preliminary step in websites, where pure text is extracted

from HTML, therefore these sources both provide text data

(either webpages or tweets). The first operation we apply is

the language recognition, since all further text-mining actions

(e.g. stemming) strictly depend on the specific language; in this

sense, we discard then all non English text portion. Then, the

text mining agent searches for statements containing medical

terms; this is accomplished using Natural Language Processing

(NLP) techniques [23], in particular first removing irrelevant

information (as hyperlink text for web pages, or retweet

details and usernames for tweets) and then applying standard

text processing operations as tokenization, stopwords removal,

stemming and indexing [24]. If the index terms list contains

at least a medical term, the statement that term belongs to is

preserved, otherwise we discard the statement.

In the last step, we leverage sentiment analysis [25][26] in

order to evaluate the remaining statements (those containing

medical terms), e.g. if the person suffers a disease cited in a

tweet, or if an intolerance to some food specified in a forum

question is still present or not. Sentiment analysis or opinion

mining [27] leverages NLP, text analysis and computational

linguistics to extract subjective information, as the mood of the

people regarding a particular product or topic; basically, the

sentiment analysis can be viewed as a classification problem

of labelling a given text (statement within a tweet or extracted

from online forum) as positive, negative or neutral, in our case

if the result of classification is positive or negative, the text

mining agent passes this information to the integration module

to enrich personal medical profile.

To understand how it works, let us consider the text ”Last

night was too rainy, this morning my headache is stabbing but
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Fig. 1. Application architecture

fortunately I will not go at work” that can come from a social

as well as from a website source. Using the NLTK chunking

package [28], we first identify short phrases (clusters) like

noun phrases (NP) and verb phrases (VP); the text portion

cited above in particular produces the following chunks:
”Last night”(NP)
”was” (VP)
”too rainy” (NP)
”this morning” (NP)
”my headache” (NP)
”is stabbing” (VP)
”but fortunately” (NP)
”I” (NP)
”will not go” (VP)
”at work” (NP).
The sentiment analysis exploits the chunking technique first

to isolate clusters, then we discard those without medical terms

(in the example only ”headache” is present, therefore clusters

”Last night was too rainy” and ”I will not go at work” are

discarded), finally trying to assess the meaning of remaining

clusters by using a proper list of positive and negative verbs, so

the cluster ”this morning my headache is stabbing” is labelled

as positive or, in other words, we got the information that

person has the headache.

C. SNOMED-CT and dictionary

In order to discard statements that do not contain any

medical term, we search each index term extracted by text

mining agent in the SNOMED-CT terminology. To better

clarify how this search is performed, we briefly cite the

SNOMED-CT core components (details can be found in [29])

that are:

• concepts, that represent all entities that characterize health

care processes; they are arranged into acyclic taxonomic

hierarchies (according to a is-a semantics)

• descriptions, explaining concepts in terms of various

clinical terms or phrases; these can be of three types,

Fully Specified Names (FSNs) that is the main (formal)

definition, Preferred Terms (PTs), i.e. the most common

way of expressing the meaning of the concept, and

Synonyms.

• relationships between concepts, e.g. the concept (disease)

”Staphylococcal eye infection” has ”Causative agent”

relationship with ”Staphylococcus” (different types of

relationships exist depending on concepts type)

• reference sets used to group concepts e.g. for cross-maps

to other standards purposes.

In this work, the first two items are considered, in partic-

ular among all concepts hierarchies we focus in the ”dis-

order/disease” since our goal is to detect tweets about dis-

eases, therefore we do not consider other specific hierarchies

(e.g. ”surgical procedures”). Inside the disorder hierarchy, we

search each index term extracted from tweets as a FSN, PT

or synonym; if found, that tweet is further processed in order

to establish whether the specified disorder is present using

sentiment analysis (see below).

As indicated in the introduction, to guarantee that all med-

ical terms can be successfully detected, a list of additional in-

formal terms is searched if nothing is found within SNOMED-

CT, for instance if the index term is the word ”flu”, this has

positive match in the synonym list of ”influenza” disease (the

FSN), but the (also quite common) term ”headache” is not

explicitly present when browsing SNOMED-CT [30], where
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this disorder is instead referred as ”migraine” both as FSN

and its synonym. Including ”headache” in an additional list

(dictionary in fig. 1) is the simple solution we adopted; this

list is considered just if nothing is found within SNOMED-CT.

Also note that several diseases are defined as a group of

words (e.g. ”Viral respiratory infection”), therefore during the

indexing phase we also retain N-grams with N=2 and 3; dis-

eases with more than three words can be easily disambiguated

even with 3 words since not all words are generally significant

(e.g. in ”Disease due to Orthomyxoviridae” the first and the

last words are enough for correct matching).

Finally, detected diseases may be hierarchically related,

e.g. ”influenza” and ”pneumonia” are both children of ”Viral

respiratory infection” according to the ”is-a” semantics. This

information could be used for instance by replacing both

children with their common parent, in order to build a more

generalized, global view of diseases named in the given

geographic area during the chosen time period. We choose

however to preserve the best level of detail by not using a

common ancestor as in the example, while on the other hand

we will substitute all terms that represent the same disease

with its FSN as indicated in SNOMED-CT, for instance if

different tweets refer to ”flu”, ”grippe” and ”influenza” they

will be all considered as tweets about ”influenza”.

D. Integration module

The integration of all data concerning the same person

into his PHR is performed by the integration module after

it receives data by wrapper and/or text mining agents. The

process is not fully automatic at this stage, so the scenario the

user is presented to includes a set of pieces of information

that could refer to the same person and have to be somehow

integrated.

In particular, the wrapper (or text mining for semi-structured

data) agents deliver a set of triples (user id, source id, data)

each referring to a given user, though distinct user ids, say

UID1 and UID2 could refer to the same physical person since

such triples come from different sources. Whenever UID1 is

literally identical to UID2, the system suggests to integrate

all related data into the same set for further processing, and

the user simply can confirm this decision; if however the user

believes that although identical those pieces of information

do not refer to the same person, for instance when the first

data is about menopause (female) and the second is about

prostate cancer (male), the system stores this decision and

rename the second id differently (i.e. UID2 ) in order to allow

disambiguation for further data. In the case UID1 and UID2

are different, the user has to decide whether these ids actually

represent the same person or not; again, the system stores the

decision, therefore if UID1 is ”Robert Stanton” and UID2 is

”RBTSTN” and the user establishes that the latter is a portion

of ”Robert Stanton”’s fiscal code, all further triples having

”RBTSTN” will automatically incorporated into the same set

of ”Robert Stanton” pieces.

After all pieces of health-related information belonging to

the same person have been collected into the same set S, the

integration module tries to integrate data present in triples,

again through a semi-automatic process. It is important to

highlight however that a definitive standard for PHR currently

does not exist at all, therefore we do not aim at defining a

schema all data should adhere to, rather our goal is to integrate

to some extent data concerning the same information.

In particular we first focus on structured data, where the

presence of a schema means that data in a triple is usually

represented as a table, i.e. a query result coming from HIS

(databases). Different tables can be integrated first from a

structural point of view (e.g. merging ”patient ID” and ”pa-

tient CODE” columns into a single one) and then from a se-

mantic perspective (e.g. collapsing ”migraine” and ”headache”

into the same term); the problem is quite complex but really

not new and several solutions already exist [31] [6] [7]. In our

first implementation, the user can specify whether he wants

a single schema or not; if so, for each table the user has

to select which columns are considered (or discarded) and

whether columns from different tables must be joined together

into a single one; the data type of an output column that mixes

two or more existing columns will be the largest data type

among those of existing columns being integrated (e.g. float

and integer are integrated to float). At the end of the process, a

single table comes as output of the integration module and its

definition will be XML based, according to HL7 v3.0 format

cited in the introduction. Note that data belonging to tables are

not integrated in our implementation, rather we simply insert

all pieces of information into the single table; if the user do

not wish a real integration, all tables are simply preserved and

passed as output.

Considering the case of semi-structured data, i.e. website

and/or social in fig. 1, data stored in a triple is not a relational-

like tables, rather it is a labeled statement where the person

(identified by the user id element) suffers a given disease (as

the headache in the example cited in the text mining module)

or has been screened with a given clinical examination etc.

In this case the integration we implemented allows to collapse

several pieces of information whenever they actually coincide,

for instance if we have the statements ”this morning my

headache is stabbing” and ”the diagnosis was acute migraine”

both labelled as positive and belonging to the same set S

concerning a given person user id, the system allows the user

to discard one of the two statements since they represent

the same information. Note that the system recognizes the

statements as comparable since it exploits SNOMED-CT and

the dictionary of informal terms to map all medical terms (in

this case, ”headache” and ”migraine”) into the same term (in

this case, the FSN ”migraine”); if such a mapping does not

occur, statements are supposed to be different, but the system

always allows the user to collapse a set of statements into a

single one manually if this is the case.

E. Feeding agent

After the integration process has been performed, a (pos-

sibly reduced) set of triples (user id, source id, data) is

provided by the integration module for PHR feeding. The way
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PHR is actually stored and accessed has not been definitively

standardized [32], however in our architecture PHR should be

available as web services to guarantee an easy and uniform ac-

cess. In this sense, a number of platforms have been proposed,

as the Microsoft’s HealthVault [33], PatiensLikeMe [34] or

other proprietary solutions, in addition to institutional ap-

proaches, e.g. [35]. Since each one of them has its features, we

specify only general guidelines of the actual implementation

of the feeding agent, in particular each agent is devoted to a

specific solution and has to manage authentication issues as

well as data format and communication protocol; we suppose

however that supporting HL7 v3.0 as XML-based data format

is the best choice

F. User and disease agents

Users agents are devoted to build and manage the network

of users whose data have been extracted. The network can

be built according to different criteria, for instance two users

may be considered as linked if they ”share” the same disease,

or they were admitted at the same hospital. Similarly, a set

of Diseases agents can build a network of diseases somehow

related, e.g. a link between two diseases may represent a co-

occurrence of both diseases in a significant number of data

concerning the same user, or the fact that they are cited by

related users and so on; the establishment of such network

leverages the SNOMED-CT to tackle semantic-related issue

(e.g. synonyms, homonyms, hypernyms). At this stage these

two set of agents are considered for future works and have not

been implemented.

III. RESULTS

In this section we show an example of how the architecture

works. In particular, we considered a small group of persons

who suffer different diseases and are in treatment at the same

medical center; in fig. 2 we show one of them with two so-

called medical problems, i.e. diabetes and osteoporosis. The

Health Information System used in this centre was actually a

customized version on the OpenEMR software [36], whose

data access were granted to the wrapper agent through an

API-based connection to the underlying MySQL database. The

wrapper agent submitted an SQL query with users names, in

order to get information about their exams; in fig. 3 we show

the resulting table for the same person of fig. 2; for the sake of

simplicity, we omitted query details, i.e. the foreign keys used

to join patient with medical problems tables, and only signif-

icant columns are shown in fig. 2 (patient name and related

medical problems). As specified in the previous section, the

table will be the data field in the triple (’Rebecca Greenfield’,

’SRC#002’, data) extracted from MySQL database for that

person by the wrapper module and delivered to the integration

module. Note that to get results, we supposed (as specified in

the introduction) that the person in fig. 2 grants the wrapper

agent to access her data, in order to overcome authentication

issues.

Similarly, other wrapper agents search on websites and/or

social networks, in particular we considered [37] (a medical

forum) as ”website” data source, and, supposed that we are

able to associate (even manually) the name stored in the HIS

to the nickname ”rebgreen46”, we allow the wrapper agent

to extract from HTML the text contained within posts (fig. 4

shows one of them). The text is further processed by the text

mining agent, as discussed in previous section, therefore we

get the following triples:

• (’rebgreen46’, ’SRC#003’, (’back’, ’hurts’, POSITIVE))

• (’rebgreen46’, ’SRC#003’, (’legs and shoulders’, ’aches’,

POSITIVE))

• (’rebgreen46’, ’SRC#003’, (’pain’, ’is getting worse’,

POSITIVE))

These triples represent therefore additional pieces of in-

formation about that person, i.e. from the database emerges

that she suffers diabetes and osteoporosis, whereas from this

forum the presence of aches for back, legs and shoulders is

detected. According to the procedure described in the previous

section, the integration module allow to associate these three

triples with the table (in this case, manually specifying that

’Rebecca Greenfield’ is the same user id as ’rebgreen46’);

one or more feeding agents will finally connect to the plat-

form(s) where these pieces of information will be added to

the Personal Health Record for that patient. Apart the simple

example shown so far, we are currently undergoing on a more

significant test with a relevant number of patients (about 200)

also considering Twitter as ”social” data source.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The work described in this paper outlines an agent-based ar-

chitecture for feeding PHR with data extracted from structured

and semi-structured (databases and website/social networks,

respectively) sources. Our proposal is currently at an early

stage, and we believe that the first implementation will provide

us with results confirming prosiming expectations. Moreover,

the implementation will allow to assess the effectiveness of our

approach, expecially when a relevant number of data sources

as well as a relevant number of patients to extract data about

will be gathered; this validation is also required to evaluate

the quality of integrated infomation with respect to that stored

into original sources (e.g. redundancy, completeness and so

on).

Some future works are planned:

• a useful extension concerning the integration module is

the possibility of specifying a mapping function so that

the system can be trained a-priori to associate different

user id into the same person, for instance the mapping

function can be a regular expression acting as a bijective

function to convert UID1 to UID2 and viceversa. More

complex function could be defined to allow automatic

integration.

• the integration module presented in this paper is quite

elementary; we are considering more effective solutions,

e.g. a classifier (supervised or not) that tries to aggregate

health data without the user’s intervention or reducing

this as much as possible. Besides, more effective data
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Fig. 2. Snapshot from HIS (structured data source)

Fig. 3. Data extracted from HIS database by wrapper agent

Fig. 4. A post extracted from a forum webiste by wrapper agent

integration mechanisms for either structured or semi-

structured data sources (or both) should be investigated,

as for instance agent-based approaches, also in order to

fully exploit the cooperation of agents we outlined in the

main architecture to provide effective automation in the

integration process
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• finally, a significant further work is required to implement

both user and disease agents and to explore how to

leverage corresponding networks to improve integration

and the quality of health-related information.
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